Full Stack Developer (m/f/d)
We are looking for a passionate Full Stack Developer (m/f/d) with the energy and drive to
join us on our journey in digitizing & modernizing club management, not only in Germany but
in the entire DACH region.

What is Kurabu?
Kurabu is Japanese and means “to unite” or “to combine”. We stay true to our name and
combine powerful club management with a modern member platform, accessible on the web
and as a mobile app. Our goal is to help existing clubs or communities transform in a world
where expectations from employees and members have dramatically changed in the last 10
years. Currently we are focusing on serving sport clubs. At Kurabu we are not a team because
we work together. We are a team because we respect, trust, and care for each other!

Your role at Kurabu:
●
●
●
●

Supporting our CTO in executing our product roadmap both front and back
Take ownership for the whole development cycle - from architecture design to
implementation and testing as well as maintenance
Create scalable solutions and ship working, testable, maintainable, readable
code/data to production in small and safe iterations
Apply your knowledge of data structures, algorithms, data modeling, API design, and
computation fundamentals to solving customer problems

Who we are looking for:
At Kurabu, we are looking for energetic, authentic, and determined people who interpret
opportunities as challenges rather than problems. The perfect candidate values structure but
thrives in the fast-paced environment of a startup – genuinely believing in the mantra of
"people over processes." The candidate must be a team player who is able to see the bigger
picture and willing to take ownership, with the help and feedback of her/his colleagues.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

You are a dedicated self-starter who has experience in maintaining and developing
digital products
Experience in Elixir, preferably in an agile environment.
Strong database fundamentals (PostgreSQL)
Familiarity with AWS and CI/CD deployments
Basic understanding of front-end technologies (React)
At least a Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Business Informatics, or other
relevant fields
Effective communication (verbal and written) in English
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What we offer you:
We are a young, dynamic, and international team of passionate people and thus an
open-minded working culture. Our strategy is to attract the best people and provide the best
working culture to inspire our teams to live our company values. We believe that employee
happiness drives company success and therefore we rigorously embrace and develop our
company culture.
As a Full-Stack Developer at Kurabu you will get a competitive salary, a new Apple MacBook,
have the chance to receive virtual shares and participate in forming the future strategy of the
company.

We are now looking to shape our Tech team with a developer that shares our ambition to
rethink one of Europe's largest industries.
If you feel we are a good fit for your future, get in touch! We move quickly and will make the
recruitment process as smooth as possible. Of course, all people are equal for us! Nationality,
gender, age, religion or skin color do not matter to us!
We look forward to receiving your application!

management@kurabu.com
www.kurabu.com
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